
RMCA Traffic Report July 18 

Mere Mokaraka from DOC reported that on Saturday 14th July there were serious traffic issues. The 

significant volume of traffic led to DOC having to cease traffic monitoring at the Tawhai Falls point, 

and then they had to try to turn traffic around. 

There were 414 cars parked in National Park Village and 520 vehicles in Whakapapa Village, people 

parked in unallowed places including the Tavern, side streets and even on the former Chateau Golf 

course. People were abusing the DOC staff. 

People thought there was still a free bus service from Whakapapa Village and seemed to be unaware 

they had to go to National Park for the bus service, and were waiting around in the Village hoping 

the road would open. 

Numbers recorded were 1900 through the DOC Visitor Centre, RAL recorded 1074 bus passenger 

movements. The rubbish left behind was enormous. There were serious queues and the visitor 

experience was not good. Safety was a concern due to the numbers of people. DOC invoked 

Emergency traffic management, but doing it at Tawhai Falls did not work. All parties need to give out 

to visitors a consistent message. It was suggested that there be increased proximate parking capacity 

put in place. DOC say no to this. Angle parking was suggested. DOC say no to this also. 

They have been advertising in ethnic newspapers, that if you come to visit the National Park, you 

need to utilise the bus transport up the Mountain. 

There needs to be a consistent message given out by all stakeholders. Traffic Group are going to 

come up with standardised communications to all sectors of the public 

The traffic management plan for the rest of the season will be roadside trailers with running 

messages at 1kmm East on SH 47 before turnoff to SH48 Chateau/Bruce Road- advising No parking 

anywhere along SH 48 and Bruce Road closed when it is, and directing visitors to National Park -RAL 

Park and Ride. 

DOC/ Police are unable to close SH 48 just because of congestion. 


